
STORY BEHIND CHE’S ICONIC PHOTO
 

It was the vessel La Coubre, loaded with tons of weapons bought in Belgium by the Cuban government and 
secretly transported to the Caribbean. Alberto Díaz Gutiérrez, a staff photographer for the newspaper Revolu-
ción, was assigned to cover the funerals the next day at the Colón Cemetery.
Korda would later recall his magic Che shutter click: “At the foot of a podium decorated in mourning, I 
had my eye to the viewfinder of my old Leica camera. I was focusing on Fidel and the people around him. 
Suddenly, through the 90mm lens, Che emerged above me. I was surprised by his gaze. By sheer reflex I 
shot twice, horizontal and vertical. I didn’t have time to take a third photo, as Che stepped back discreetly 
into the second row…. It all happened in half a minute.”

Hasan Khurshid Rumi

Che was not a Cuban, but in February 1959 he was granted Cuban nationality “by 
birth”. Che was not an economist. But by November of that same year he was president 
of the Cuban National Bank, where he signed the currency with his three-letter nom de 
guerre. Che wasn’t even very handsome, his features puffy after a lifelong battle with 
asthma. But he’s remembered as the most photogenic idol of the Cuban Revolution and 
beyond. Fashion photographer Alberto Díaz Gutiérrez Korda (September 14th 1928 – 
May 25th 2001) took Che Guevara’s pictures hundreds of times in the 1960s. Korda 
captured this iconic image of the Cuban revolutionary by chance. On a Friday, March 
4, 1960, a ship exploded in Havana Harbor, killing more than a hundred workers and 
injuring many more, including passersby who rushed to offer help.

The Revolución editors declined the black-and-white print without further 

comment. They simply preferred to run one of Korda’s pictures of the 

commander in chief, and another picture of Castro’s philosopher guests Sartre and 

Beauvoir. So, Korda hung the Che image in his apartment. He liked to describe the 

Che who appeared in it as a human being who was encabronado y doliente 

(pissed off and pained), with “impressive force in his expression, given the anger 

concentrated in his gaze after so many deaths.”

A couple of months before Che’s death, Italian businessman Giangiacomo Feltrinelli knocked on Korda’s 
door in Havana. He’d arrived in Cuba directly from Bolivia and handed Korda a letter from Haydée 
Santamaría, then president of Casa de las Américas— a cultural think tank that was helping to export the 
ideology of the Cuban Revolution—requesting that he provide Feltrinelli a good picture of Che.
Korda pointed to his studio wall, where the picture passed over by Revolución—a newspaper which no 
longer existed—was still hanging. “This is my best picture of Che,” he suggested.
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